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Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton
WELCOME to the FIRST FORMAL EDITION of what is basically a tradition within this club and others I’m part of.
Namely, something a “ lil’ extra and off the chart, paid for or sponsored by interested parties for the same and then some”
It happens in this form to have a recent cousin, whom I’m hoping to hear from soon, named “Fumes From The Tube”. Tale
for another time, alas. THIS EDITION OF the SVSM TAMS is focused mainly on getting launched and providing Editor a
means to use a lot of good material gathered for this issue PLUS hoping to provide “ INCENTIVE ” for Members to take
up the “E-dition” of the Styrene Sheet. (in simpler terms, the PDF formatted and emailed edition versus copy print mail…)
With that premise and promise in mind, here you go. I have several photographs with commentary for expansion of the
Club Meeting of July coverage. Same program for the cover article on Jack Clark’s “world of work modeling”. Then my
insistent flow of possible ideas flowed to adding a teaser for photocoverage I did for the IPMS Dragon Lady contest held
just last month (July 22) in Yuba City, which I put up on my photo website earlier. Also in same vein with now a link to
follow to it if you’re interested: the entire fleet of “edited” Editor’s pictures from the July 2012 SVSM meeting. Edit only
means I deleted the ones that didn’t turn out, nothing more, no cropping (like is done for this addenda and the main Sheet)
no resizing, no worries of how many or how few of what ‘s there…
Really going all out with this “After market “ item since it’s the inaugural, plus having just returned from my “Sunday job”
once monthly at Wings Of History (had some lively customers from the UK here on a work visa among other “stimuli” ) as
something to get my creative urges flowing. So, adding miniature flyers for several upcoming events, two of which I’ll be
the Director for and all of them ones I’ve enjoyed, seen to it to encourage others to attend to do the same, for years now.
In any case, here it is, such as it is, and why it is. Will warn you, further editions of this may indeed be scattershot in their
appearing since it’s an after market addition to the dedicated and promised product (the Styrene Sheet). Plus of course. I’ll
guarantee you plenty of life’s little vagaries will show up soon as this gets published, to slow down the next one, no quest.
Who knows tho, may manage to get one of the members or an officer to put up some “off Mike “ items here soon. Oui C !

Upcoming Region 9 September 8th
Reno High Rollers

“Between the Wars”

October heralds a day of Fremont’s

THEN: In case you don’t finish that special ’62 entry for TriCity…Friday after is the
Editor’s (sponsor) October Club Contest of “ Eyeball to Eyeball “ a.k.a “ Where were YOU in ’62 ? ”
Since I had already set the course for the TriCity 8 theme earlier, it struck me as useful to any perhaps
like me, who don’t always finish perfectly serviceable entries for a “specific theme”. Since the Missile
Crisis was something I literally grew up with (my mother was a Civil Defence Volunteer during it and
I with brothers sat thru her test “nuke survival lectures” for our neighbors to later benefit from, seemed
a fun fine thing to make a modeler’s double feature out of it. Being a huge fan also of George Lucas’s
own paean to his youth here in CA, seemed even more suitable to add that extra 1962 enhancement.
I will have you imagine for purposes of editorial flow, you’re seeing a flyer for November AVG contest…then

EDITOR’s CONTEST THEME NOVEMBER 2012

“ TANKSGIVING ”

Often the best ideas (or the oddest, depends on your perspective)
come to genesis whilst on “road warrior jaunts” to other events.
On the way home from the Dragon Lady “Aggressive Behavior”
contest this July, it was proposed by the Editor (me) to have this
perhaps as the theme for November, with requests for inputs. The
compatriots (who shall remain unnamed here) understood how I
constantly remind them THIS is the LAST meeting “with model”
every year for the SVSM Club and basically too, for Fremont. So
I like (as they act as if they never hear this ever, thankfully) to set
a “full on theme” for the last Club Contest opportunity of year.
SO (thanks to Jack Clark for this picture of his potential entries)
Eligible: Anything FINISHED that is considered a “Tank” in general AFV terms. ALSO qualifying competes:
Aircraft CARRYING drop tanks, “Belly Tank racers or Belly Customs”. Vehicles hauling or towing Tanks, or
Tanker Trucks or Tanker Aircraft. Tanker crew figures or “personalities” (think “Kelly’s Heroes”…or geez, Erwin Rommel or Geo Patton. Tanks for your consideration and anticipated participation. All one of you.
DECEMBER of course, will likely see us having a Pizza Housed Theft Exchange of Gifts. January goes by then
FEBRUARY MY BIRTHDAY MONTH welcomes in this trio !!
Santa Rosa/Mt Diablo on Feb 9, followed by NNL West on Feb 16

then SVSM Member Sponsored Club Contest on Feb 22

THEME “ Happy Birthdays ” Looking real positive here !
Time and themes do March on as you will soon see…

AFTER all of us recount our thrills of victories, agonies of defeat (what? Who?) and most importantly,
what cool things we managed to score at the previous months Hobby Expo and NNL West 2013, we’ll
have one more SVSM Club Meeting before we “go the distance” (more on that coming up) First we eat
SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST THEME MARCH 2013 “That’s A Spicy Meatball ” Okay.
I will take full heat on this one. I wanted something that sounded and looked different but actually provided a
wide variety of potentially popular subjects that are otherwise unrelated, to be blended for competition. Part of
my incentive is to test out this particular combo, since the theme which is basis for the SVSM 2013 Kickoff’ is
originated from a member’s sponsored club contest as kernel. Mediterranean Seacoast Nations (of which there
are currently over 21, many with spicy reputations for many reasons) OR the Nation of Japan (itself the focus of
the 2011 TriCity 7 by Fremont Hornets, so I thought, maybe someone not finished in time, like a chance to win
10 bucks off me) (thus the meatball…) Aircraft, Armor, Autos, Figures, Animals, Maritime subject competitive,
as long as they’re are as outlined. Can’t see how that could be hard, unless you purely don’t want to compete or
you think by not, you’ll discourage me doing this in future. (quote a fictional Albanian mobster, “Good Luck”)
So Italian, French, Greek, Turkish, Cypriot, Libyan, Spanish, Israeli, Egyptian, Syrian, plus 11 more states today
(to name a few) and Japanese Air Forces or Ground Forces are easily competitive. Look into history, find more !
THEN JUST TO FINISH UP THIS PARTICULAR PASSAGE OF EDITORIAL TIME, we’ll see in this as host
With any luck at all, I will still have some time to do some “stumping” to promote/cajole/ask nicely for some of
our Region Nine brethren to come set up a “ HEY WE’RE HERE “ table to show off and provide advertisement
for their clubs, their events, the sheer joy of their modeling world. Every year I’d like to fill out SCCC with that
as a feature,, every year run out of time to get it done at all, much less done right. Anyone like to try hand at it?

NOW THAT I HAVE SWEPT SWIFTLY THROUGH COMPETITIVE ITEMS FOR THIS AFTERMARKET
Let’s catch up on the “supplementary material for material in August Styrene Sheet”, shall we? First, featured
on cover article, Model World of member Jack Clark. As I said in the essay, Jack enjoys his figures and doesn’t
like to leave them out if provided (or if he can find a suitable one when not supplied) Here you get an overhead
look again at his lovely Formula One racer, with “Lemonhead” (helmeted driver) more visible but not, here.

I find these bloody models frustrating, Jack just builds on…

Above, his figure is pointing out missed dusting

I am a big fan of Jack’s 1/48 MiG-15 in PRC scheme. Even if
it does feature a pilot in the pit. Nearby, he has a trio of KV tanks by Tamiya plus an escorting M4 Sherman.
The “half 72 scale” fleet below armor squad is
1/144 JAAF and an unfinished airliner (he’ll
do it one of these days) As an aside, here’s a
look at TriCity 6, at which Jack took an award
for one of those models, in 1/96 & smaller cat.
He’s a Bond Fan too, so he liked winning this.

Cars of
old or a
Hot Rod
vintage
in 1/1 or
scale are
favorites of Jack’s too. Thusly he works a LOT when he’s
not doing figures, on neat stuff like the red custom on left
or the 50s pickup, whose body was in main article. FINI!

July 2012 SVSM MEETING ADDENDA Gallery
Three lovely bodies, I’d
be happy to give credit,
a small problem of not
having noted who tho.
Frank Beltran’s Cord is
a sweet WIP, he’s got a
“out of my zone” vibe !
Better yet, he boldly on
to build what some had
told him was “collector
E-Bait”, BECAUSE HE
LIKES TO MAKE THE
MODELS! Go Frank .

Meanwhile, elsewhere on the table: Frank,
Ron and another member quietly discuss
who’s to tell the guy on far left “uh, shoes
AND Shirts required here”. The Russian
on right, looking up for guidance on just
putting a cap in the German’s bum.
Below, you can just make out as Ron,
now that he’s rendered his take on the
other matter, mulls tail fuse while Barry
eyes the front fuse of Cliff K’s A bomb

AHA ! Now we see what the Russian was espying. My computer with the Santa Rosa Expo Flyer on display. Must be
thinking, Comrade Joe, you should enter me in this capitalist running dog enterprise, for the proletariat’s sake. Yes.

Jim Priete’s two
Convair Deltas do
deserve a 2nd look to
me. Also his “Fair
Lady”, as Chris
notes on.
Kinley Calvert is
getting a close up
look at Steve T’s
Tip of the Month.
Okay, there’s LOT
more pictures I took. So, if you’d like to see more of the meeting shots for July,
and the “unedited versions” of these you saw here and in main Styrene Sheet, click on this link…
http://s919.photobucket.com/albums/ad35/smilodon49/SVSM%20July%202012%20by%20Dan%20Bunton/

GOT YOUR ATTENTION, DIDN”T I ??? Well, it wasn’t me, it was those scamps up in Yuba City, really.
This is the one “undocumented” Aggressor I found on the fully loaded display tables for “Aggressive Behavior”
This uncommonly camo’d Hornet must be a member of the Politically Correct Marine Corps, I am unsure tho.

Here in the contest area main hall of the United Methodist Church of Yuba City, is the display of which I speak
Quite a “Gruppe Build” is it not? Remember, last summer this crew of modelers produced 130 plus built models
for celebration of “Centennial of US Naval Aviation” for display in this same area. Pretty impressive in my eye.
Take a look at LAST YEAR’s YUBA CITY SHOW FIRST via this link (I will have the 2012 show link later on in article)
http://s919.photobucket.com/albums/ad35/smilodon49/R-9%20IPMS%20Regional%202011%20Nexus/CONA
%20Display%20by%20IPMS%20Dragon%20Lady%20-%20pics%20by%20Mick/

Another attraction for making the journey to the Dragon Lady Summer Classic is visiting “Hillcrest Hobbies” seen here.

The Atomic Cannon is by a local modeler
who has it on display loan. Aerial armada
you see is a combined family effort of the
owners, the Terbush clan. Old time shop !
If you’d like a second opinion on all this,
talk to these two members of our clan.
Chris Bucholtz and Randy Ray, relaxing.

OKAY. Thus I shall close up this inaugural
of “The AfterMarket Sheet”.
For many more shots of mine of the 2012 Yuba City show, go to this link.
http://s919.photobucket.com/albums/ad35/smilodon49/Yuba%20City%20Contest%202012%20by%20Mick
%20Burton/
MY HOPE YOU ENJOYED THIS “E-Dition Styrene Sheet Members Only” Supplement and want more in future.
Don’t hesitate to let me know in any case, and don’t have to keep it a secret that “E-dition” is better (color plus!)

